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FEATURES
▸ Integrates video and voice
capabilities for user’s front door
▸ Provides integration with Virtual
Keypad™
▸ Small, easy-to-install product

▸ 170-degree vertical
field of view
▸ 1080p HD video
▸ Two-way audio
communication
▸ Notifications and live camera
view on Virtual Keypad app
▸ Motion detection regions

▸ Motion sensitivity settings
▸ Day/Night video functionality
▸ Pinch-to-Zoom for a
closer look
▸ Optional SecureCom™ NVR
connectivity
▸ Uses existing doorbell power
▸ Weather-resistant case

▸ Wedge accessories included
for flexible camera angle to
fit entrance layout
▸ Access to stored video clips
▸ Compatible with most
standard non-digital
doorbells
▸ Back plate and power kit
included

VIDEO DOORBELL
Specifications

CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS

MULTIPLE HOUSING COLOR OPTIONS

The V-4061DB Video Doorbell
produces 1080p high-definition video
with a 170-degree vertical view. The
V-4061DB offers both day and night
functionality. Video is still visible in
low-light conditions.

The V-4061DB Video Doorbell comes with
four interchangeable faceplate options
that are easy to install. Color options
include black, white, brown and gold.

IMAGE CAPTURE OPTIONS
Users have the option not only to
view the doorbell’s camera, but also
to record video to document activity
at their premises with the Virtual
Keypad app — the same app they rely
on to manage their security and home
automation systems. The camera is
engineered for fast connectivity and
can be programmed to automatically
record video clips when motion is
detected. The user can opt to receive
notifications any time motion is
detected or the doorbell is pressed.
With its 170-degree vertical field of
view, the doorbell captures a complete
“head-to-toe” view of visitors and any
deliveries left at the doorstep.

EASILY LEARNS IN WITH VIRTUAL KEYPAD APP

ONBOARD STORAGE

BENEFITS OF 2.4 GHZ FREQUENCY

The V-4061DB Video Doorbell includes
a pre-installed 16GB Micro SD Card,
providing access to stored video
clips that are ready to view anytime,
anywhere through the Virtual Keypad
app. The onboard storage keeps your
surveillance recordings secure, and
even if the user’s Wi-Fi connection
fails, the camera will continue to
record any time motion is detected or
the doorbell is pressed.
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With SoftAP technology, users have a
simple way to dynamically configure
their Wi-Fi names and passwords into
their doorbells and securely connect to
their network. Virtual Keypad connects
directly to the doorbell’s Wi-Fi network
and securely configures the Wi-Fi at
your customers’ homes or businesses.

The V-4061DB Video Doorbell is
engineered to work on the 2.4 GHz
frequency band, which is the universal
frequency for most routers. There are
a number of advantages of tuning in
to 2.4 GHz frequency; namely, range. It
delivers robust wireless solutions with
better penetration through concrete
walls and other obstructions to ensure
premium Wi-Fi signal strength outside.

CONTINUOUS RECORDING OPTION
For continuous recording, the
V-4061DB Video Doorbell can be
connected to the eight-channel
SecureCom V-4408D Network Video
Recorder (NVR). The NVR delivers 2
terabytes (TB) of encrypted storage.

2MP
2.4mm, F.2.25
170° Vertical, 105° Horizontal
H.264
15 fps
25 feet

Network
Wi-Fi Frequency

2.4 GHz

Storage
On-Board Storage
Hardware
Power Required
Power Consumption
Operating Temp
Dimensions		

16 GB SD card installed
(Supports up to 128 GB)
16 VAC to 24 VAC
Max 5w
-22°F to 122°F (-30°C to 60°C)
1.8" W × 5.4" H × 0.82" D

Ordering Information

V-4061DB		

Video Doorbell

Accessories

V-4061DB-HW 		
V-4061DB-VW 		
V-4061DB-FW		
V-4061DB-PK 		

Horizontal Wedge
Vertical Wedge
Flat Wedge
Power Kit

Certifications

FCC Part 15
CE
For additional information,
visit DMP.com/Compliance.

800-641-4282 | DMP.com
2500 N. Partnership Blvd, Springfield, MO 65803
Designed, engineered & manufactured in Springfield, MO
using U.S. & global components

OUTDOOR DESIGN
The Video Doorbell is designed to
withstand harsh environments as
well as provide a high degree of
vandal resistance. This allows reliable
performance in most harsh environments.
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Any third-party trademarks referenced herein are the
property of their respective owners and do not indicate or
imply any affiliation, sponsorship or endorsement of DMP
or its products.
LIMITED WARRANTY: DMP warrants that the products
manufactured by DMP shall be free from defects of
manufacture, labeling, and packaging for a period of
three (3) years from the invoice date to the original Buyer,
provided that representative samples of the defective
products are returned to DMP for inspection. To read the
full DMP Limited Warranty, go to DMP.com/Warranty or
check the DMP Price List or Catalog.
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